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Hayward’s New SwimClear©
Single Cartridge Filter
SwimClear™ filters are simply
the most efficient single
element cartridge filters ever
produced.
SwimClear
has the
industry’s
lowest head
loss
resulting in
reduced
operational
energy
costs.
A recessed
pressure
gauge and
manual air
relief allow
for easy
access to
SwimClear’s head assembly
while also sealing the filter
against contamination. And
with the lowest body height on
the market, cleaning and
changing filter cartridges is
easier than ever.
An Easy-Lok™ ring
design and ergonomic handles
offer confident filter handling
while preventing contact with
fiberglass-based surfaces
With 2" x 2½" union
connections, SwimClear is quick
and easy to retrofit in virtually
any application.

Hayward AquaNaut® 200
and 400 Suction Cleaners
AquaNaut® 200 & 400
automatic suction pool
cleaners are designed to
deliver a thorough and
reliable clean
for pools of
different
shapes,
finishes,
flow rates
and
AquaNaut® 200
debris types.
Available in two or four
wheel drive models with
patented V-Flex™
technology. The variable
vanes automatically adjust
to allow
for large
debris to
pass
through
the
cleaner.
AquaNaut® 400
with V-Flex™

V-Flex technology
delivers maximum
power even at low
flow and provides peace
of mind for clog-free
cleaning.
Available for tile pools
with special “tape”
wheels.

Hayward’s Tri-Star™ for
Top Performance and
Features
TriStar® is the most
hydraulically efficient pool
pump, providing superior flow
and energy efficiency.
The wide range of TriStar

pumps are the perfect fit for a
variety of pump installations.
Exclusive features include
a Tri-Lock lid for easy lid
removal without tools, extra
strong motor mounting bolts
that cannot become damaged
on over tightening and an
advanced impeller design to
assure no loss of impellers
during reverse flow situations.
Quick and easy installation
and servicing with 2” x 2½”
union connections provide
optimum efficiency for
medium to larger pools.
No-rib, extra- large basket
design ensures easy leaf and
debris removal.

ColorLogic® Accent Lights

The Hayward
ColorLogic 320 & 160 1 ½”
Accent Lights are lights bright
enough to light an entire spa,
or highlight more focused
features such as waterfalls,
spillovers, or even palm trees
or walkways. ColorLogic lights
make it easy to set the theme
for your pool environment—
whether it’s for a romantic
evening, a
holiday
party, or
a patriotic
event.
Available
in two
Dimension in inches
brightness
levels and
able to be installed wet or
dry. For wet applications, the
product is listed for both inwall and on-floor applications
without a guard.

The lights feature the same
10 fixed colors and 7 color
changing shows as the
Universal ColorLogic and
offer total color coordination
of all water environments.

PISCINE GLOBAL 2018
-Lyon, France
Join Hayward at Piscine Global
Europe 2018 to be held
November 13th to 16th, 2018
at Eurexpo, Lyon (France).
Piscine Global Europe is a
springboard for innovative
companies in the pool and
wellness sector and the
unique opportunity for visitors
to discover the latest news
from the market.
Hayward will be at Stands
4E48-5C75.
For the free invitations, use
our unique code: EMX32
with the link:
https://pass.piscine-globaleurope.com/en/visitor.htm?code
Promo=EVX32

Give thanks for all the delicious food, the love of family, the fellowship of
friends and every new day! Thanks to all our customers and employees!
Hayward/IMG will be closed Nov 22, Thursday & Nov 23, Friday,
in observance of the US Thanksgiving Holiday

For more information on the products featured in Newsplash, please contact Hayward/IMG at
fax: 909.444.0327, email: img@hayward.com or go to www.Haywardpool.com

